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Welcome to this month’s edition of our Boffa Miskell Update.
Through this monthly alert, we share our recent news, project updates and latest 
insights. We hope you enjoy the read.

AWARDS:
Landscape architecture awards 
Boffa Miskell projects have been recognised in the 2017 NZILA Pride of Place landscape architecture 
awards, including the Cornwall Park Master Plan and Croftfield Lane Stormwater Wetland. 
The biannual awards celebrate and reward excellence in the landscape architecture profession. 

The Cornwall Park Master Plan, which won the strategic landscape planning and environmental studies category, 
was noted as a ‘beautifully crafted document’ that ‘demonstrates a deep understanding and inspiring vision’. 
The judges commented that the Master Plan goes well beyond providing a framework for the client, being ‘both 
a celebration of Cornwall Park’s history and a detailed analysis of its values and feature’. Nelson Byrd Woltz 
Landscape Architects (NBW) and Boffa Miskell worked with the Cornwall Park Trust Board and park personnel to 
envision the park’s future over the next century, continuing the legacy of long-term planning and visionary thinking 
established by the park’s founder, Sir John Logan Campbell, who sought to ensure that the park would be a world-
class public open space for citizens’ recreation and enjoyment. The master plan sets a framework and direction for 
the long term evolution of Cornwall Park, maintaining its already highly valued and much enjoyed amenity whilst 
readying the park for a more urban context and future public expectations. 

Croftfield Lane Stormwater Wetland, was recognised with an Award of Excellence in the Infrastructure category. 
The project is a pioneering example of bringing landscape and ecology values into the design and management of 
stormwater wetlands in New Zealand. The project, in the Wairau Valley commercial precinct of Auckland’s North 
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Shore, dates back to 2005, when Boffa Miskell began working with Auckland Council to transform an awkwardly-
shaped stormwater retention basin into a highly functioning stormwater wetland and an inviting public space. 
The judges considered the outcome to be a ‘sophisticated haven’ achieved by ‘expertly weaving complex and 
multiple technical challenges of water retention and cleansing’ and commented ‘the client and the design team are 
commended for their vision.’ Boffa Miskell worked alongside AR and Associates and WEC limited in the design and 
delivery of the project for Auckland Council Healthy Waters.

Daniel Whatnall, one of our recently graduated landscape architects, received an Award of Excellence in the 
student category for his master’s thesis, entitled, ‘A Rising Storm’, which uses the Kilbirnie Isthmus as a case study 
for sea level rise. The design looked to minimise damage to coastal communities through adaptive strategies of 
redirecting surface water through water sensitive urban design principles and approaches. The judges commended 
the project on its ‘excellent examples of hand drawn speculative design work and design representations’.

Our landscape architects were also involved in the design of the Margaret Mahy Playground with Opus and 
LandLAB, which received an Award of Excellence in the Parks Category.

NEWS: 
Executive appointments for Rebecca Ryder
Rebecca Ryder has been elected to the NZ Institute of Landscape Architects’ Executive Committee and the 
Tauranga Heart of the City Technical Advisory Group.
Rebecca, who is a landscape architect and senior principal in our Tauranga office, will serve on the NZILA 
executive team for two years from 5th April 2017. 

The NZILA is the national body representing landscape architects and is responsible for the promotion of the 
landscape architecture profession in New Zealand. Rebecca has been involved with the institute’s Central North 
Island Branch for most of her career, including serving on the branch committee, and undertaking secretary and 
treasurer roles. She now looks forward to the opportunity to contribute to the institute’s strategic direction nationally. 

“I am excited to be part of a forward-thinking committee, focusing on NZILA 
as a leading voice for our profession. My key goals are focused around raising 
our profile in design leadership and landscape planning at a national level, 
alongside the development of the institute’s governance.”

Rebecca has also been named as part of the Tauranga Heart of the City Technical Advisory Group (TAG). The TAG 
will contribute to positive development of the Tauranga city centre, by advising on design aspects of projects such 
as streetscape, open space, waterfront and civic building developments. 
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PROJECT UPDATE: 
Memorial garden begins journey to Passchendaele
At a dawn ceremony, components of the New Zealand Memorial Garden were farewelled on their journey to 
the Passchendaele Museum in Zonnebeke, Belgium.
On a voyage that will take 40 days, the prefabricated elements of the garden and local materials are being shipped 
to Belgium ready for installation in the museum’s grounds. The components will form one of seven poppy-shaped 
memorial gardens being developed to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Passchendaele in 
October. 

The hard elements of the garden have been produced and prefabricated in various locations across NZ. They 
include the aggregate base, 846 bronze inlays and a concrete memory column pierced with 2700 pinholes that 
represent the casualties at the end of the first day of battle. Timaru bluestone pavers will form a flat curve on the 
ground into which bronze letters will be set, spelling out phrases from the hymn, Poppies and Pohutakawa, as a 
tribute to veterans and their families.

The design, by Boffa Miskell landscape architect and senior principal, Cathy Challinor, was selected by the New 
Zealand Passchendaele Society to be the garden that would represent New Zealand’s contribution and sacrifice 
in the Battle of Passchendaele. The design responds to three themes: remembrance through plant symbolism, 
remembrance through visual art and remembrance through literature.

For Cathy, the project has been a career highlight and, in seeing the garden begin its journey to Passchendaele, 
she felt a little piece of her was going with it. 
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PROJECT: 
Victoria Square restoration
Heritage remains strong in restoration of iconic space
The Christchurch earthquakes left Victoria Square, an important central city green space, in poor condition, unable 
to meet the current and future needs of the community and visitors.

As lead designers for the project, our landscape architects have been working on a restoration plan with Otākaro 
Limited, the company responsible for delivering Crown-led anchor projects in the Christchurch rebuild. The 
upgraded square needs to retain the treasured qualities and character of this key public space whilst still allowing 
for improvements and access to the adjacent Otākaro Avon River.

Heritage features will remain in their existing locations, preserving connections to the past. These include the 
Queen Victoria and Captain Cook statues, the floral clock and the Bowker Fountain, Australasia’s first fountain 
to be illuminated by electricity, which will be fully restored. The square’s flowing, soft, green character is a 
counterpoint to that of the more urban Cathedral Square, and this defining characteristic is celebrated through the 
restoration plan.

The design was developed in consultation with a community reference group and Matapopore and includes 
a series of new artworks reflecting the importance of the site to Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga and the ongoing 
relationship between Crown and Iwi. Public feedback has helped inform the plan, with input from local business, 
tourism, accessibility and youth groups. 

Restoration works began in February and include the installation of high quality paving and seating walls, site 
furniture and lighting improvements. Construction of a punt stop/Tauranga waka, will provide a landing point for 
ever-popular punting activity on the Otākaro Avon River, and encourage private vessels to use the waterway once 
again. Restoration works will provide a safer and more accessible environment, setting this much-loved green 
space in good stead to continue serving the people of Christchurch for decades to come.
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NEWS: 
Putting theory into practice
A summer internship has given Victoria University landscape architecture student, Yousr Ali, an 
introduction to the realities of landscape architecture in practice. 
The internship was part of Boffa Miskell’s inaugural Victoria University 4th Year Student Landscape Architecture 
Award, which Yousr (pictured left, with Frazer Baggaley and Victoria University Program Director, Martin Bryant) 
received for the impressive depth of research, innovation and fresh thinking that she incorporated into her Whaka-
Ora student design project about daylighting the Waitangi Stream.

As an employer of many Victoria University graduates, Boffa Miskell decided last year to recognise and support 
the university’s landscape architecture programme by establishing the award and contributing to the teaching. 
Frazer Baggaley, Wellington Design Team Leader and Michael Hawes, Technical Leader Design, played an active 
role in the programme by running student design critiques and presenting guest lectures. Having been involved 
throughout the year, they were well-placed to select the award recipient. 

Yousr completed her internship through our Wellington office, working with the urban design team on the 
Paraparaumu town centre project. She found the opportunity to experience applied design in a real situation both 
interesting and valuable, before embarking on the final year of her Masters Degree. 

“In practice, you are working with limitations that you don’t face while 
studying. At university, student’s designs are never built but, in practice, you 
learn that every line means something; there are financial, material and safety 
implications so you have to be realistic and pragmatic, yet not limit creativity.” 

Boffa Miskell will continue to develop what will hopefully be a successful and ongoing relationship with Victoria 
University. We look forward to working with the landscape architecture teaching staff and students this year and the 
exciting prospect of finding next summer’s intern.


